APPLY FOR YOUR TURN-KEY DAIRY GOOD SMOOTHIE KIT TODAY!

Start your smoothie program now with our Turn-key Dairy Good Smoothie Kit. Smoothies are an excellent way to add dairy, fruit, and vegetables to your students’ diets.

Dairy Good Smoothie Kit Includes:
• 16” Waring Immersion Blender
• 2 buckets with lids (for mixing smoothies)
• 2 Dairy Good Smoothie Signs
• Dairy Good Smoothies Promotion Kit

Promotion Kit Includes:
• Social media marketing kit
• Blend-off contest information
• Name that smoothie campaign
• Cup label templates
• Directions for creating a reimbursable smoothie meal sign

Get one step closer to implementing your smoothie program by applying for our special Turn-key Dairy Good Smoothie kit today.

Apply today at NewEnglandDairy.com/school-meals